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SOMMAIRE
La Mission de formation de l’OTAN en Afghanistan (MFO-A) est l’un des piliers sur lesquels
repose la stratégie de sortie de l’OTAN de ce pays. L’un des principes fondamentaux de cette
stratégie est la formation de la Force Nationale Afghane de Sécurité (FNAS), afin qu’elle puisse
mener de façon indépendante les opérations de sécurité. Étant donné que la majeure partie du
personnel de la Force Internationale d’Assistance à la Sécurité (FIAS) se retirera de l’Afghanistan
d’ici 2014, le succès de la mission de formation à Kaboul est au cœur de la garantie de stabilité
de l’Afghanistan pour les années à venir. En dépit du nombre important de soldats dont on a
assuré la formation, il reste difficile de se montrer optimiste quant aux perspectives de succès
de la MFO-A. Des facteurs tels que la corruption au sein des instances gouvernementales
afghanes, le risque d’avoir un gouvernement afghan incapable de se procurer les ressources
financières nécessaires après 2014, sans parler du manque de diversité ethnique au sein de la
FNAS, concourent tous à menacer le succès du mandat conféré à la mission.
La participation du Canada - en qualité de deuxième force contributive - à la NTM-A a sans
aucun doute été dictée par les intérêts nationaux. Qu’il s’agisse d’éviter à l’Afghanistan une
dégradation qui en ferait une région d’accueil pour le terrorisme international, ou de veiller à ce
que les investissements de la décennie écoulée n’aient pas été consentis en vain, ou encore de
se gagner les faveurs de nos alliés de l’OTAN - et plus particulièrement des États-Unis - en
obtenant ce faisant une place plus importante à la table de l’OTAN pour décider de ses
orientations futures, tous ces éléments ont un rôle à jouer.
Au cours des quelque 18 prochains mois, il faut s’attacher à remporter un double pari :
démontrer l’amélioration quantitative de la sécurité afghane par la présence d’une armée
nationale afghane plus efficace, plus indépendante et reflétant la réalité nationale ; et, en
second lieu, mettre en place pour l’après-2014 une structure de financement durable et
efficace.
Meghan Spilka 0’Keefe a travaillé comme analyste de défense à l’Institut de la CAD, après y avoir
été interne dans le cadre un d’un forum de sécurité et de défense. Elle est actuellement experteconseil principale pour les marchés publics auprès de Hill & Knowlton Strategies.
Georges Petrolekas est membre du conseil d’administration de l’Institut de la CAD. Il a été conseiller
auprès de deux chefs d’état-major de la Défense, en plus de sa carrière comme cadre supérieur
dans le secteur des télécommunications.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The NATO Training Mission Afghanistan (NTM-A) is one of the pillars upon which NATO’s exit
strategy from Afghanistan rests. Training the Afghan National Security Force (ANSF) to lead
security operations independently has long been a fundamental tenet of NATO’s exit strategy in
Afghanistan. Given that the majority of International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) personnel
will be withdrawing from Afghanistan by 2014, the success of the training mission in Kabul rests
at the centre of ensuring a stable Afghanistan for years to come. Despite strong quantitative
metrics for the number of soldiers trained, it remains difficult to be optimistic about the
potential success of NTM-A; corruption within the Afghan government and a potentially fiscally
unsustainable government in Afghanistan post-2014—let alone limited ethnic diversity in the
ANSF—are all threats to the success of the mission’s mandate.
Canada’s involvement in NTM-A (as the second largest contributing force) has unquestionably
been governed by national interests. Whether it is ensuring that Afghanistan does not degrade
into a region that can again harbour international terrorism, or ensuring that the investment of
the past decade is not lost, or whether it is gaining favour with our NATO allies (and most
particularly the United States) and gaining a more prominent seat at the table for future NATO
engagements, all of these play a role.
In the next 18 months, broadly speaking, two successes that must be achieved are that
quantitative improvements in Afghan security must be demonstrated through a more effective,
independent and nationally reflective Afghan National Army, and a sustainable and effective
funding structure put in place for the post-2014 timeframe.
Ms Meghan Spilka O’Keefe worked as a Defence Analyst for the CDA Institute after first coming
to work for the CDA Institute through a Security and Defence Forum Internship. She currently
works as a Senior Consultant in Procurement for Hill and Knowlton Strategies.
George Petrolekas sits on the Board of Directors of the CDA Institute. He has served as an advisor
to two Chiefs of Defence Staff, in addition to a career as a telecommunications executive.
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INTRODUCTION
With the majority of Canada’s allies facing fiscal pressures brought on by the 2008 economic
crisis, many introduced austerity measures that included reductions in defence spending. This
period of defence frugality has brought a number of issues to the forefront, including the Afghan
mission and what conditions might be created to enable NATO’s eventual exit.
At the November 2010 Lisbon North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) summit, leaders
agreed on a strategy to set the outcomes necessary for an “irreversible transition” from Alliance
to Afghan responsibility for security within the subsequent four years.1 This new phase was to
begin in some provinces and districts in early 2011. The objective here was to enable the Afghan
National Security Forces (ANSF) to lead and conduct security operations in all provinces by the
end of 2014. In achieving this goal, the main task of NATO forces has been to accelerate the
training of Afghan National Army (ANA) and Afghan National Police (ANP). NATO leaders also
signed a long-term “partnership” agreement with Afghanistan, pledging “sustained practical
support to Afghan security institutions and committing to a sovereign Afghanistan that would
“never again be a safe haven for terrorists.” In return, the Afghanistan government agreed to
actively carry out its security, governance and development responsibilities.2
Consequently, the NATO exit strategy rests on three pillars:
(i) A surge of NATO troops (composed primarily American forces) into the most contested
regions with the intent of suppressing the insurgency to a low-level threat capable of
being handled by the ANSF;
(ii) A cautious outreach to elements of the Taliban with a view to negotiating an eventual
peace settlement including a role for the Taliban in an eventual Afghan government;
and,
(iii) An increased emphasis on training for the ANSF, with a view to increasing their
capability to take a lead in the domestic security and defence of the country.
In order to provide both impetus and focus to military and political activities, this plan set both
conditions-based demands (handovers of provinces to ANSF control) as well as time-based
expectations (setting the end of 2014 as the target for full handover of security responsibilities
to local forces).
The primary focus of this paper is on the third pillar, which, at the core, relies upon the NATO
Training Mission in Afghanistan (NTM-A). Canada’s participation in NTM-A is at the core of
maintaining its ongoing national interests, as the mission seeks to increase the capacity of the
ANSF in preparing them to take the lead in 2014.
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In late 2010 as the Canadian Forces (CF) prepared to end its combat mission in Kandahar, the
United States and NATO, foreseeing shortfalls in training capacity within NTM-A, requested that
Canada continue its military contributions to Afghanistan. Though conscious of Canadian
political sensitivities, allies underlined the availability of non-combat contributions that Canada
could make. Canada, Australia, the Netherlands and other allies were asked to help maintain the
mission’s momentum and uphold burden sharing and alliance solidarity,3 and on 8 November
2010, US Lieutenant-General William Caldwell, then head of the NATO Training Mission, called
for an additional 900 trainers.
It is within this context that on 9 November 2010, American news sources began reporting that
Canada would commit 750 military trainers and 200 support troops to the mission. These stories
appeared seven days before the Canadian government—after enduring months of pressure
from NATO and key allies led by the United States—announced an extension to its engagement
in Afghanistan on 16 November 2010.4
In a departure from the combat mission, then, the Canadian government announcement clearly
articulated that this new three-year training mission—Op Attention—would be non-combat in
nature and operate “behind the wire”.
Yet the mission of training the Afghan forces is fraught with many difficulties and Canada will be
hard-pressed to find operational success, or at least publically perceived success, in this mission.
What has also become evident to many NATO and US planners is that even though NATO’s
physical presence on the ground will be greatly diminished in 2014, there will still be a
requirement for additional mentoring and financial sustainment of the ANSF. It is here where
Canada needs to determine its policy position with long-term considerations specific to CanadaNATO and Canada-US relations. Afghanistan’s descent into chaos after the Soviet withdrawal
was not only a function of a security vacuum, but also the rapid extraction of foreign finances
crippling the Afghan economy. Such conditions could all too easily be repeated if funding is not
sustained by the international community.
As a result of strategic considerations, American officials made requests of Canada in advance of
the May 2012 NATO Chicago Summit, and leaked that Canada was considering options to extend
its Afghan military presence and financial commitment beyond 2014.5 At the summit, Prime
Minister Stephen Harper firmly stated that there would be no Canadian military presence in
Afghanistan beyond 31 March 2014, although he did pledge $110 million in annual funding from
2015 to 2017 to the ANSF and support for Canadian development efforts in Afghanistan post
2014.
Media reports of pressure being placed on Canada to extend its mission in Afghanistan beyond
2014 are quite common, especially preceding international conferences such as the NATO
Summit. Given this, and the fact that Canadian policy towards the Afghan mission over the past
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decade has been seemingly inconsistent, sometimes unpredictable, and often
miscommunicated, Canadians should not be surprised if the government once again changes its
approach and extends its commitment to Afghanistan beyond 2014 depending on future
circumstances.
While a longer-term commitment to Afghanistan may be congruent with broader Canadian
interests, there remain significant barriers to the development of a functional and sustainable
ANSF. Ultimately, if the Canadian government wishes to use its current and future commitments
to the mission to ensure influence and leverage with the United States, NATO and its allies, it is
failing to capitalize on its investment by promoting discussion and awareness of its efforts in
Canada and abroad. In order to maximize the promotion of Canadian interests, quite broadly
two successes must be achieved: (i) a quantifiable improvement in Afghan security must be
demonstrated through NTM-A; and, (ii) that a sustainable post-2014 structure be put in place.
However, to obtain Canadian support for any post-2014 initiatives or involvement the
government will need to better communicate those interests to Canadians.
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I: CANADA’S AFGHAN MISSION EXTENSION
After telling the public for months that Canada’s military engagement in Afghanistan was over,
in an unexpected policy shift on 16 November 2010, the Ministers of National Defence, Foreign
Affairs, and International Cooperation announced an extension to Canada’s engagement in
Afghanistan. This announcement confirmed the departure of all combat troops from Kandahar
province, while also articulating a commitment to deploy “up to 950” military trainers and
support personnel to a “Kabul-centric” mission with the intent to train, mentor, and develop the
skills of the ANSF.
The Op Attention announcement was the result of a sudden and unforeseen decision by Prime
Minister Harper that was unambiguously shaped by direct communications with US President
Barack Obama.6 The new political mandate led to the deployment of a team of Canadian military
planners to Kabul over the 2010 Christmas period to determine the operational requirements of
deploying a training mission centred in the city.
At the heart of the Government of Canada’s consideration was ensuring that the role of the CF
was sufficiently noticeable to our allies so that Canada could maintain the positive reputation
that it had gained amongst allied nations. This, however, had to be balanced with being both
logistically achievable and simultaneously capable of maintaining the safety of Canadian troops.
Indeed, the Canadian contingent, at present with some 950 CF personnel currently deployed
(the maximum allowable CF personnel for Op Attention) makes Canada the second largest
contributor to NTM-A, second only to the United States.7 Although this number may seem
significantly less in comparison to the more substantial contribution Canada provided to combat
efforts in Kandahar, Canada’s contribution to NTM-A is nonetheless noteworthy and highly
visible to Afghans and NATO partners alike.
Military planners satisfied the balance between visibility, effect and safety by pushing for a
Kabul-based regional concentration of Canada’s commitment. If Canada had looked to fulfill
NATO’s manning priorities as its principle motivation, Canadian troops would have been diffused
throughout the country. Three main reasons stand out as the Government of Canada’s
motivation to pursue an effort concentrated in Kabul:
(i) A dispersed CF, lacking a critical mass, would have had limited influence on how specific
training was conducted in any one area;
(ii) A dispersed CF would have increased the financial costs, given the increased supply
chains and logistical support that would have been required; and,
(iii) A dispersed CF would have yielded a greater threat assessment, posing increased
security concerns to CF members traveling between various sites.8
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Given these operational, policy, and planning challenges, determining the exact nature of Op
Attention took time. Five months after announcing the mission, the government was still unsure
of the locations the CF would be operating from. In April 2011 Jay Paxton, spokesperson for the
defence minister, commented: “As soon as the government is in a position to announce the
location or locations of our future non-combat training mission to Afghanistan we will
communicate this with Canadians.”9
With these factors in mind and staying inside the confines of the political mandate laid out by
the Government of Canada, American leaders proposed that Canada relieve an American
battalion based in Kabul, enabling them to act in a combat capacity in another region. This
option fulfilled NATO-ISAF and American requirements, and satisfied Canadian political
considerations. As a result, only a small fraction of Canadians would be based at the satellite
sites of Herat and Mazar-e-Sharif, with the bulk of the Canadian contribution assigned to
facilities in Kabul. In so doing, Canada’s contribution would permit an American battalion to
fight as part of the ongoing surge of US forces to suppress the insurgency.
Op Attention
At an estimated cost of $700 million per year over three years,10 the original training mission
mandate articulated that 950 Canadian military trainers and support staff, and up to 45 civilian
police trainers, would be deployed to NTM-A from 2011 to March 2014. Canada’s role in Op
Attention is focused on the Basic Afghan Army Training courses rather than specialist or
leadership schools. Canadian contingents were engaged in a similar capacity from 2005-2007 in
Afghanistan with 15 trainers at the Kabul Military Training Centre (KMTC). While the United
States trained junior ranking troops, and the United Kingdom and France trained noncommissioned and commissioned officers, respectively, the Canadian team assembled the units
and provided approximately three weeks of training before the Afghans engaged in advanced
tactical live fire training. In Kandahar, the CF played an important role in Operational Mentor
and Liaison Teams (OMLTs), where Canadians operated alongside ANA troops, mentoring
approximately 3,000 ANA in five kandaks and accompanied these teams on joint operations.11
CF personnel are posted in Kabul with what is called the Canadian Contribution Training
Mission–Afghanistan (CCTM-A). The CCTM-A includes approximately 25 training centres that
train various elements of the ANSF from basic training to more advanced senior courses
The Mission
The purpose of NTM-A is to train the ANA, Afghan National Air Force, ANP and smaller security
related forces, including the Afghan Border Police and elements of the tribal police. The security
provided by each of these organizations is integrally connected to Afghanistan’s economic
growth and development, which will be a determining factor in the long-term security of the
country.
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As of 2011, the approved end strength for the ANA was 195,000 personnel.
ANA
Growth12

May-11

Jun-11

Jul-11

Aug-11

Sept-11

Nov-11

Nov-12

168,037

171,050*

169,000

169,076

170,781

171,600

195,000

The basic infantry course is eight weeks long with officer and specialized courses running from
18-20 weeks in length. However, the eight week basic literacy training that looks to establish as
a minimum a Grade One education level,13 is a precursor to most training especially for officer
training and specialized skills training. As of the end of 2011, some 60,000 ANA had received
some form of literacy training with an additional 59,000 undergoing literacy training. The
training—based on ISAF’s numbers—appears to be oversubscribed for rank and file recruits;
1,300 recruits on average are rejected monthly for a variety of reasons. This number of
rejections may continue to climb as enhanced security screening measures that were instituted
during the summer of 2012 take effect.14 Notwithstanding the successes experienced to date,
the desertion or attrition rate remains persistently high with the 2011 annual attrition rate
exceeding 32 percent.15
Despite these challenges, more important than training large numbers of recruits is the effort to
train indigenous Afghan trainers for their own schools, and the continuing development of the
Afghan leadership cadres. In this regard, ISAF and NTM-A have achieved quantitative successes
with 80 percent of all ANA direct training being conducted by Afghan instructor/trainers and the
officer and NCO ranks of the ANA units filled at 97 percent and 81 percent respectively.
In essence, the ANA has met its target force level earlier than originally planned. The ANP is
equally is close to meeting its end-state of 157,000. However, support functions critical to
independent combat function (logistics, supply, transport, communications, artillery) are lagging
and most ANA combat units still require NATO assistance for these enabling functions. The
qualitative and technical abilities of the ANA are still maturing. On the plus side, with the
quantitative goals having been met, more attention can be devoted to the mentoring in combat
and other training functions. The Afghan Special Forces appear to be the most capable of fully
independent action at this time primarily because of the focused and specialized training that
has been provided and the assets that have been placed at their disposal.16
In spite of these many achievements, the main indicator of mission success of NTM-A cannot be
measured simply by the output of its schools or the quantitative strength that has been
achieved. The most important indicator in achieving this third major pillar of the NATO exit
strategy must be how much of Afghanistan can be turned over to the ANSF as the primary
provider of security for the population based on their qualitative performance. The following
figure indicates some of the progress made thus far. Of particular note in Fig 1 is the regional
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concentration around the central regions of Afghanistan, while much less progress has been
made in the southern regions.

Figure 1 - Afghan Provinces under direct ANSF security control as of July 2011, with over 50 percent of
the Afghan population protected by Afghans

With this increased capability, the ANSF has been assuming security responsibility for an
increased number of geographic areas. Since July 2011, large regions of the country have
transitioned to ANSF control, and as of 2011, 50 percent of the Afghan population lives within
areas of ANSF security responsibility. [See map at Fig 1] Thus far, the ANSF in the transitioned
areas has demonstrated itself adequately.
The Elephant in the Room
Beginning in 2008, attacks by Afghan soldiers and police on their NATO partners began to
increase exponentially. On 17 September 2012, after three green-on-blue attacks (attacks by an
ostensibly friendly Afghan force, “green”, on allied forces, “blue”) on two consecutive days,
NATO suspended joint operations with Afghan forces at the unit level and below. This included
training activities with Afghans within NTM-A. ISAF also ordered all its personnel to carry a
loaded weapon at all times and a new and more rigorous process to vet Afghan recruits was
instituted based on the claims by the Taliban that the majority of these attacks were successful
infiltrations of the recruiting system.17 Fig 2 demonstrates the occurrences of green-on-blue
incidents by geography, while Table 1 charts the occurrences over time.
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Figure 2 - Incidents of "green-on-blue" violence were rare in the first few years of the Afghan War, averaging no
more than one a year through 2008. With the "surge" of 33,000 US troops in 2009, though, the number of attacks
jumped to four annually. This upward trend continued to rise – peaking at 31 thus far in 2012.18

For months in early 2012, ISAF leadership was in public denial as to the root causes of green-onblue incidents. NATO blamed the majority of attacks on cultural differences between westerners
and Afghans that boiled over in the cauldron of intense training. At the same time, NATO denied
that any significant percentage of attacks was a part of a concerted Taliban infiltration
campaign. In rare cases where the Taliban was blamed, it was attributed to the Taliban stealing
ANA or ANP uniforms to conduct attacks. However, the Afghan government itself has blamed
the rise in attacks on infiltration often aided and abetted by intelligence agencies of
neighbouring countries,19 and the Commander of ISAF (COMISAF) admitted in May of 2012 that
as much as 50 percent of attacks are a result of infiltration.
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TABLE 1 - GREEN ON BLUE ASSAULTS IN AFGHANISTAN20
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Attacks

2

6

11

21

31

ISAF Fatalities

2

10

20

35

39

US Fatalities

2

4

12

24

25

< 1%

2%

2%

6%

15%

Percentage
of ISAF deaths

Total wounded 2008-2012 = 9421

Canada so far has resisted arming its troops at all times inside training camps, though the threat
of attack has clearly risen in importance to National Defence planners. Contingency plans have
been made for increased force protection and there has been a greater emphasis on increased
small arms proficiency during pre-deployment training. What has been dubbed the “Canadian
style”—a relaxed, culturally respectful attitude—has been attributed as a mitigating factor in
reducing the number of incidents.22 At the same time, Canada cannot be oblivious to the threat
that green-on-blue attacks have posed to the mission; as COMISAF stated on the CBS news show
60 minutes, “we are willing to sacrifice a lot to succeed in this country, but we’re not willing to
be murdered.”
For Canadian policy makers, the challenge will be to decide at what point the mission in
Afghanistan is no longer worth the investment, given the return on Canadian interests that is
expected. These green-on-blue attacks present one of the most significant challenges to both of
the key principles of maintaining Canadian interests in the Afghan mission: they present a failure
in security and the ongoing challenges in developing tangible improvements in Afghan security,
while also presenting one of the greatest challenges for strategic communications, as it calls into
question whether the mission continues to serve Canadian interests.
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2: THE FUTURE OF THE ANSF AND ISSUES BEYOND 2014
The NATO training mission has evolved significantly over the past three years. In 2009 when
NTM-A was stood up there were two nations and roughly 30 trainers committed to the effort.
Since then, the mission has grown to include 32 nations and over 1,300 trainers. As of summer
2012, both the ANA and ANP were already operating at close to full strength, well ahead of
schedule that placed this goal at winter 2012.
At the May 2012 Chicago Summit, NATO leaders measured commitments and capabilities
required for the ANSF to increase its capabilities in the context of a dwindling NATO
commitment. Most importantly, leaders discussed challenges impeding Afghan force
development and long-term sustainability. This included the thorny issue of how the
international community intends to support the ANSF after the transition is complete, and what
the appropriate financial, training, and support roles might be. The Chicago Summit Declaration
on Afghanistan indicated that key allies to the United States, including the United Kingdom,
Australia, and Canada would provide financial commitments, while all NATO states agreed to
corruption-reduction measures and sustainment efforts beyond 2014.23
Yet, the ability of NATO to train not just the targeted quantity of troops, but also increase their
quality and capability will be pivotal to both the quantifiable improvements to Afghan security
as well as the manner in which it is perceived. In the first case, it will make the difference as to
whether the ANSF is self-sufficient in the long-term or merely an interim band-aid solution. In
the second case, if force levels and qualitative standards are met, NATO’s withdrawal will be
viewed as a prudent exit strategy; if they are not, the alliance’s departure will be portrayed as
having ultimately failed.
The barriers facing NTM-A provide many reasons to be pessimistic about the future of
Afghanistan and its security forces. Internal governance issues within the Afghan government,
ANSF tactical abilities, troop retention, institutional administrative and logistical competence,
and long-term financing and sustainability are cited as the most significant obstacles facing the
development of a functional and independent ANSF. Yet for every analyst and commentator
who expresses pessimism, a military commander or politician promotes optimism through a
celebration of NTM-A successes and accomplishments. Remarkably there appears to be wider
support amongst Afghan citizens for their security institutions than there is for their own
government as numerous polls have identified.
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Figure 3 - The methodology used was a multi-stage random sample of 6,467 in-person interviews with Afghan
citizens 18 years of age and older, both women and men, all residing in Afghanistan. The sampling universe was
24
divided into eight geographical regions consisting of 34 provinces.

Though there has been piecemeal progress, the deep structural, institutional, and strategic
challenges facing the development of the ANSF are of great concern. There remain issues about
the capability and quality of trained ANSF personnel, as there are still numerous accounts of
desertion, as well as soldiers and police officers operating under the influence of narcotics.
Although the ANA has become a more effective fighting force, there is still work to be done to
ensure that it is able to operate independently and effectively. The Ministry of Defence and the
Ministry of Interior remain unable to operate without institutional support from international
partners, while these same international partners remain unwilling to trust these organizations
because of the rampant internal corruption within the Afghan government. The pessimism from
some regarding the ability of NATO trainers to build a capable ANSF presents a clashing contrast
with the stream of optimism from NATO commanding officers, political leaders, and
commentators.
Corruption within the state’s institutions, including the ANSF, is a considerable impediment to
the development and maturing of an independent ANSF that holds the trust and support of the
civilian population. A culture of impunity is rampant in Afghanistan, with highly patronage-based
and centralised institutions.25 There is dependence on aid and frequent reports of police preying
on citizens via arbitrary arrests, corruption, and torture. 26 Corruption negatively impacts
Counter Insurgency (COIN) efforts and Afghan public perception of their government. A report
by the Independent Panel on Canada’s Future Role in Afghanistan notes, “Parts of the Afghan
National Police (ANP) remain notoriously corrupt and ill-disciplined—perceived by many
Afghans to be more a threat to public security than a source of protection.”27 Although this
report dates from 2008, the deep systemic corruption it describes is unlikely to have been
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corrected in the past four years. Indeed, some aspects of perceived corruption are deeply
ingrained in local attitudes, including a culture of hoarding that is the result of inconsistent
financial security and stunted economic time horizons. Corruption within the Afghan
government presents a significant barrier towards establishing quantifiable increases in Afghan
security as well as severe impediments on the ability to strategically communicate any successes
of the mission.
The future of the ANSF rests in the abilities of Afghanistan’s soldiers and police. NTM-A has at
times faced criticism for prioritising the quantity of trained personnel over their quality. There is
concern about how well the ANA will operate once NATO and its partners leave Afghanistan. At
present, the ANA is increasing its capacity, but it cannot yet act in an independent fashion as a
national security force. Central to its inability to operate independently is a critical lack of
combat support and combat service support capabilities.
The other constant challenge the ANA faces is its ethnic composition and the perception that
the ethnic demographic of the country in not reflected in its structure. Some believe that the
Pashtuns are underrepresented. That perception might be a function of the composition of the
officer corps or posting of units that are heavy in Tajik-composition to Pashtun regions of the
country. Notwithstanding these perceptions, the Afghan Ministry of Defense has made great
efforts to have the ANA be as reflective of the national demographic as possible. The tribal
distribution however within the major demographic groups is unknown. The following chart
depicts the ethnic breakdown of members in the ANA.

Table 2 - Building a Representative National Army28
Pashtun

Tajik

Hazara

Uzbek

Others

Officer

42.2%

41%

7.6%

4.1%

5.2%

NCO

48.8%

37.6%

8.5%

3.5%

1.6%

Soldier

43.4%

33.4%

9.65

6.75

5.6%

Total

44.7%

33.4%

9.6%

6.7%

5.6%

MOD Goal

44%

25%

10%

8%

13%

National29

42%

27%

9%

9%

13%
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However, the uneven level of ANSF’s literacy skills at the entry level of the Afghan Security
Forces calls into question their ability to interoperate with one another. Without literacy or
numeracy, even the most basic levels of security become exponentially more difficult to
maintain.
These destructive influences—in addition to those previously explored such as literacy, and the
cultural issues that have contributed to such a high propensity of green-on-blue incidents—
hinder NATO’s COIN strategy. There remain few NATO troops in Northern Afghanistan to
support the ANSF, and as the ANSF assumes greater responsibility in the region, the increase in
insurgent activities is troublesome for those supporting an optimistic outlook on ANSF
development.30
Funding and Sustaining the ANSF
Despite these systemic challenges, the most pressing and concerning obstacles facing NTM-A is
the long-term sustainability and financing of the ANSF. Even after commitments made at the
Bonn II Conference in December 2011, the Chicago Summit, and the Tokyo Conference, this
issue will be central to Afghanistan’s long-term stability.
The increase in ANSF personnel is a significant financial burden on Afghanistan. By 2019, it is
expected that ANSF personnel and equipment expenses will be roughly twice projected annual
federal revenues.31 Analysts estimate that roughly 25-45 percent of Afghanistan’s GDP will be
required to sustain the ANSF. Yet, at present, the Government of Afghanistan can only collect 10
percent of its GDP as revenue, severely limiting the ability of the state to pay for its defence
budget.32 Simply put, by 2014 Afghanistan will not have the financial resources to sustain its
security force.
Estimates regarding cost requirements range significantly. On the low end, ISAF estimates that
sustainment of the ANA alone will cost roughly $3 billion USD per year, while some analysts
suggest that international donors may need to contribute $16 billion a year to support the
ANSF.33 At the Chicago Summit, however, NATO agreed that $4.1 billion per year would be
required to finance the ANSF and member states committed to providing that funding.
Still, the estimates regarding Afghanistan’s GDP and GDP per capita also range significantly, with
GDP measured between $12.9-$18.4 billion USD, and GDP per capita estimated at $456-$1,000
USD.34 Though these estimates vary, two points should immediately become evident. First, the
cost requirements for the ANSF are very high and the existing capital in Afghanistan that can be
allocated towards paying for the ANSF is very low. International donors, therefore, are
absolutely essential in supporting the ANSF. Second, current GDP figures include the
tremendous boost that the presence of foreign troops has on the Afghan economy. In ensuring
that funding levels for the ANSF are met after NATO withdraws, allied countries must also be
concerned of high unemployment that may develop as a result of those who were employed
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both directly and indirectly by Allied forces suddenly being out of work. Some estimates have
placed this as high as 6 Afghans employed for every 1 ISAF member deployed in theatre.35
In this regard, the NATO-ANA Trust Fund, created in 2007 is the mechanism enabling the
international community to commit funds to ANSF sustainment, literacy training, infrastructure,
and maintenance. In June 2011 it articulated a goal of raising $11 billion, however as of May
2012, contributions and pledges to the NATO-ANA Trust Fund were in the order of €489,088,425
or roughly $650 million.
At the July 2012 Tokyo conference on Afghanistan, donors representing some 70 countries and
international organizations pledged an additional $16 billion in aid to Afghanistan as a stabilizing
measure after the withdrawal of international forces. However, it is not clear how much of this
funding is allocated to the ANSF and to receive these funds, the government in Kabul will have
to implement a number of measures to establish better and transparent financial management
and to better safeguard democracy, the rule of law and human rights.36
Thus, regardless of the precise amount required to sustain the ANSF, it is glaringly obvious that
current commitments fall short. So far, American taxpayers have been paying the bill, with
approximately $9.2 billion spent on the ANSF in 2010-2011, with an expected $11.2 billion in
2012 going to equipment, training, and infrastructure.37 At the Bonn II Conference in 2011, the
United States also announced that it would resume payments to the Afghan Reconstruction
Trust Fund at a cost of about $650-$700 million per year.
In spite of this US commitment, the gap between requirements and resources suggests that
NTM-A goals are increasingly unattainable. After years of training, Afghan forces, with significant
assistance from ISAF troops, currently hold responsibility for approximately 50 percent of the
Afghan population in seven geographic regions. Yet long-term security and sustainability
remains questionable given the doubt as to whether NTM-A can achieve the goal of training a
security force capable of acting independently and assuming 100 percent of responsibility for
national security by 2014.38 Sustained funding from the international community that will be
required to meet these long-term challenges will require partner states to view these
investments as promoting their national interests.
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3: CANADIAN INTERESTS AND OP ATTENTION
Assessing Canada’s strategic interests is important to understanding the extent to which
commitments to NTM-A yield political or military benefits. Indeed, with Canadians’ inattention
towards Op Attention, and international pessimism regarding the success of NTM-A, prudent
policymakers and parliamentarians should explore the extent to which Op Attention serves
Canadian interests.
Canada’s central defence interests are articulated, in descending order of priority, through the
three mandates of the CF as set out in the
Canada’s National Interests
Canada First Defence Strategy: defending
Canada, defending North America and
 The security, protection and freedom
contributing to international peace and
of Canadians, the first and most
security. In the past year, challenges
important responsibilities of
regarding insurgent activity, security
government.
incidents with ANA trainees and even
discussion about long-term Western
 The economic well-being of Canadians.
commitments have dominated public
discourse on Afghanistan and served to
 A stable world order without which
Canadians could not live in peace and
overshadow the original intent of the allied
prosperity and particularly as a stable
intervention, which was to prevent
world order contributes to the security
Afghanistan from becoming an incubator
of Canadians and their economic wellfor
terrorism.
Notwithstanding
the
being.
obstacles, challenges and shifts in strategy
that have occurred since 2001, this
 Promotion of the values most
rationale for the mission has not
responsible for bringing peace, order
fundamentally changed. No matter how this
and good government to other nation
strategy was to be enabled, it always rested
states—respect for the dignity of the
on the premise that Afghans would at some
individual, the rule of law, and
point be responsible for their own security.
government with the consent of the
governed.
However, extending the mission in
Afghanistan helped Canada achieve two
secondary security and economic interests:
it enhanced Canada-US relations and it Figure 4 - Drawn from the CDA Institute's "The Strategic
Outlook for Canada 2012," highlights the emerging priorities
helped Canada maintain a prominent voice of what constitutes national interest
at the NATO table in regards to Afghan
strategy.
These two interests were motivating factors in Canada’s mission extension, as Canada’s central
interest in NTM-A is supporting the United States and NATO. Certainly there are narratives of
legacy building and contributing to the transition to an Afghan-led security force; however,
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based on the abrupt shift in Canadian policy, evidence points towards pressure from the United
States and NATO as a central deciding factor for Canada’s mission extension.

Additionally, committing to NTM-A also provided Canada with a respected contribution to
NATO, thereby ensuring that Canada continues to be a part of high-level decision-making within
the Alliance with respect to Afghanistan and wider out-of-area strategies. Prime Minister
Harper’s cautious decision to deploy fewer than 1,000 troops (one thousand being a number
that would have resonated more strongly amongst critics) was based upon optics: the
Government of Canada was able to portray the mission to the Canadian public as a commitment
far less demanding than other missions, including an extension of the combat mission in
Kandahar.39 However, this commitment still gave Canada the clout to participate in discussions
about the future of NATO in Afghanistan as the second-largest troop contributing nation in
NTM-A. For Canada, 950 was a magic number. Staying under 1,000 troops was critical for the
Canadian public’s perception of the mission; yet, it was also enough to make a difference in the
eyes of NATO and allies. As the Chief of Defence Staff noted in his 2011 SITREP, Canada’s
participation in NTM-A contributes to NATO’s strategic objectives in Afghanistan: the transfer of
responsibility for Afghan security to the Afghans.40
Though the ongoing Canadian Forces Afghan mission has disappeared from Canadian public
consciousness, eclipsed by other issues, the mission itself nevertheless remains an important
facet of Canada’s international engagement. To permit a vacuum to exist in Afghanistan,
between Iran on one side and Pakistan on the other, does nothing to ensure a wider stable
world order, which is of direct if not apparent interest to Canadians. The investment that
Canada has made over the past decade in promoting a government based on the rule of law is
consistent with the values that Canada has always promoted in its international endeavours.
Completing this effort within the timeframe that Canada, the international community and its
Afghan partners have set is within the best traditions of Canadian diplomacy and Canadian
military engagement.
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4: CONCLUSION
As we enter now into the winter of 2012, the situation in Afghanistan is problematic and the
outcome remains in doubt. On the positive side, security operations against insurgents have
produced some positive results and development assistance has helped transform parts of the
country. But governance remains weak and corruption is still rampant. The near collapse of the
Kabul Bank prompted the Afghan Government to prosecute some of the Karzai-allied fraudsters
who were responsible. However, the motive was primarily to allow the International Monetary
Fund to resume its credit program in December and release large amounts of donor funds.
Karzai himself ends the year at odds with almost every group on the ground in Afghanistan: with
the Taliban with whom he was trying to hold peace talks, with the Pakistanis over what he called
their “double-dealing”, with the Americans over his comment that he would support Pakistan if
it were attacked by the United States, and with the international community over the rampant
corruption in his government.
International support is waning and with it the likelihood that the NATO Training Mission in
Afghanistan will unfold as planned. By all accounts—including the assessments of the Canadian
officers placed strategically throughout NTM-A command structure and the contingent of
Canadian trainers—the mission has been helping to turn out increasing numbers of Afghan
national security forces who are acquitting themselves well in the field. But there are several
threats to the mission which bear watching between now and 2014:
(i)

Recalling Table 2 (pg 13), the new Afghan National Army (ANA) has a slight majority
from the Northern provinces (55.3 percent). Without more recruits from the
southern Pashtun regions, where the insurgency has sway, the ANA will be less an
instrument of national unity and more of continued divisions along traditional tribal
grounds. This will, in effect, replicate the divide between the Northern Alliance and
the Taliban in the 1990s.

(ii)

Without improvements in the civilian leadership and in Afghan governance, there is
a risk the ANA could prove the undoing of the nascent democracy in Afghanistan.
The ongoing struggle between the president and parliament, the tainted elections,
the arbitrary executive decisions and decrees, the slow pace of government
reforms, and the continued evidence of incompetence and corruption have all
contributed to a widespread feeling among the population that the Army is the only
national institution to be trusted. When the national army comes to be viewed as
the only institution that works, the danger of a coup exists. In Afghanistan, where
the populace’s understanding of democracy has been seriously weakened by
decades of political turmoil, it is a possibility not to be ignored.
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(iii)

The United States will continue to progressively reduce the number of combat
forces in Afghanistan between now and the end of 2014. In June 2011, President
Obama declared that the US troop surge of 2009 had accomplished most major US
goals and that there would be a drawdown of 10,000 troops by the end of 2011 and
a further drawdown of 23,000 by September 2012. In February 2012, US Secretary
of Defense Leon Panetta suggested all US combat troops could be out of
Afghanistan by the middle or end of 2013—a year ahead of the NATO-agreed
timetable—leaving an unspecified number of training and support staff in place.
Whether the US will leave any forces behind after 2014 to deal with issues of
Pakistan-origin remains unknown at this time. It is necessary to keep in mind that
pressure to accelerate the US withdrawal could arise if US forces were required to
deal with a conflict involving Iran, a crisis in the Middle East, or trouble on the
Korean peninsula. The results could be similar to how badly the Afghanistan mission
suffered in 2003 when the United States’ strategic focus shifted to Iraq.

(iv)

Other contributing nations might also not be willing to stay until the end of 2014.
Fiscal pressures, war weariness and additional casualties could compel any number
of NATO governments to accelerate their withdrawal from a war that has lost public
interest and support. No government wants to find itself having to explain why its
soldiers had to die in a war that has lost public support. France’s decision in January
2012 to accelerate its withdrawal may be only the first of many.

(v)

Finally, the Afghan government and the ANSF cannot survive in the short to medium
term without heavy financial support from outside, support that is difficult to
mobilize because of the fiscal state of many economies.41 Such examples can be
seen throughout Afghanistan’s history, and of tremendous importance is factoring
in the potential for rampant unemployment and a crash in the Afghan economy
after the withdrawal of NATO forces.

Coming back to Canada’s key strategic interests, the Government of Canada has more to gain by
engaging the public on Op Attention. Indeed, the more aware Canadians are of burden-sharing
in Afghanistan, the more concerned they will be if decisions are made by allies that do not take
into account Canadian interests. Canadians who are aware of the on-going efforts with NTM-A
will also want to see a return on their investment, but coordinating such a message would
necessitate a strategic communications plan on behalf of the government. The Canadian public
has not responded much for or against financial commitments beyond 2014. Indeed, little
discourse on this issue was seen in the media after the Chicago Summit.
Canada has made an extraordinary contribution to the peace and stability of Afghanistan that has
been recognized by Canadians over the past years. However, with the final phase of the
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engagement under way, public interest appears to have all but disappeared. In Parliament, there
is little mention of the Canadian Forces personnel leading the way in training the ANA and ANP to
assume the security of their country. When the Governor General, the Minister of National
Defence and the Chief of the Defence Staff visited CF personnel in Afghanistan at Christmas 2011,
not a single journalist was present. This is indicative not only of the degree to which interest has
waned amongst the Canadian public (as it has amongst citizens of most NATO nations), but also
indicative of how both the Government of Canada and the Department of National Defence has
chosen to avoid communicating with the Canadian public on this issue.
As a result of these conclusions, a number of recommendations can be posited to the
Government of Canada:
RECOMMENDATION 1 –

Before any substantial policy modifications can be made, a strategic communications
strategy must be executed. Both the Government of Canada and the Department of
National Defence would benefit if the Canadian public were aware of current ANSF
capacity and its importance to Canada’s and NATO’s post-2014 interests. Canadians
require broader exposure to the important role being played by the CF in Afghanistan,
the stakes for Afghanistan and how these relate to Canada’s national interests.
RECOMMENDATION 2 –

Canada, like many of its allies, has made significant investments to the Afghan mission
and would want to see NTM-A produce measureable successes with the ANSF. Canada
should ensure that its post-2014 financial contributions are made in conjunction with
other NATO member states, and should advocate that allies equally pledge sufficient
post-2014 funding to the ANSF. There can be little doubt—given even just a cursory
glance at Afghanistan’s history—that crashes in the economy have resulted in a rapid
degradation of security conditions. GDP, economic growth, and employment are all
factors closely related to security and maintaining funding levels from the international
community will be required to match the growing costs of the ANSF. Such a crash and
shortfalls in ANSF funding would negate the investment Canada and its Allies have made
in Afghanistan.
RECOMMENDATION 3 –

Tying back to the two key Canadian interests, the Government of Canada should make
use of its strategic communications plan to unequivocally express that its commitment
to NTM-A and its undertakings to provide sustained funding to Afghanistan beyond
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2014 are conditional on quantifiable improvements throughout the Afghan government.
These obligations should be subject to Canadian review starting in 2013:
(i)

Establish more transparent financial management practices;

(ii)

Enact firmer measures to combat corruption in both the government and its
security forces; and,

(iii)

Demonstrate commitments that better safeguard democratic processes, the
rule of law and human rights.

RECOMMENDATION 4 –

Leveraging Canada’s involvement in NTM-A into the promotion of a lasting national
interest requires a number of the above steps to be executed, including most notably
the development and implementation of strategic communication strategies and
quantifiable improvements in security and governance. Should these obligations be met
and the situation in Afghanistan demonstrably improves, in summation Canada should
consider maintaining a modest mentoring capability (less than 10 personnel) beyond
2014, similar to minor training assistance and mentoring missions it presently conducts
elsewhere in the world.
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